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Moderator William L. Taylor
Town Clerk Ella T. Geddes
Town Treasurer Robert E. Heath
Collector of Taxes Jessie L. Foley
Selectmen
Lewis C. Hanson, Chairman Term Expires 1985
Aaron C. Smith Term Expires 1986
Robert A. Beem Term Expires 1987
Auditors
E. Marshall Sargent Kenneth Sorlien
Trustee of Trust Funds
Martha Ann LeRoy Term Expires 1985
John P. Merrill Term Expires 1986
Barbara Benoit Term Expires 1987
Library Trustees
Elected
Richard Cabell Term Expires 1985
Priscilla (Chip) Sorlien Term Expires 1985
Dorothy Simonds Term Expires 1987
Appointed by Library Association
Amna Stabler Term Expires 1985
Katherine Campbell Term Expires 1986
Merrill Beem Term Expires 1987
Supervisors of the Checklist
Ingrid Smith Term Expires 1986
Janet Henri ksen. Chairman Term Expires 1988
Joan Taylor Term Expires 1990
Road Agent Charles A. Haines
Town Historian Gladys Bickford
Health Officer Lyndol Pocock
Chief of Police Ira M. Weeks, Jr.
Chief of Fire Department Lewis Woodaman
Civil Defense Director Bruce Burrows
Deputy Treasurer George Hooper
Animal Control Officer Bruce Burrows
Special Police Bruce Burrows
Planning Board
Ellis Frank Term Expires 1985
Louise deSousa Term Expires 1986
Julian Shlager, Chairman Term Expires 1987
William L. Taylor Term Expires 1987
Maurice Collins, Vice Chairman Term Expires 1988
Diane Kline, Secretary Term Expires 1988
Robert A. Beem, Selectman Representative Term Expires 1985
Kirk Meloney, Alternate Term Expires 1986
Joan Taylor, Clerk (Alternate) Term Expires 1987
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Joseph Cerutti , Chairman Term Expires
Roger Kelley Term Expires 1985
Stephanie Whiting Term Expires 1986
Christopher Williams Term Expires 1986
John Foley Term Expires 1987
John Desmond, Vice Chairman Term Expires 1988
Allan C. Hale, Alternate Term Expires 1985
Jean Shlager, Alternate Term Expires 1986
George Lamprey, Alternate Term Expires 1987
Centre Harbor Memorial Park Board
John P. Merrill, Treasurer Term Expires 1985
Gaylord Woodworth Term Expires 1985
Sandra Haley, Chairman Term Expires 1986
Elizabeth Desmond Term Expires 1987
Bess G. Hanson, Clerk Term Expires 1987
Conservation Commission
Lee Mattson, Chairman Term Expires 1985
Bruce Burrows Term Expires 1985
Ingrid Smith Term Expires 1986
Janice Mulherin Term Expires 1986
Edwin Kline Term Expires 1987
Kenneth Sorlien Term Expires 1987
Lakes Region Planning Commission
Christopher Williams Term Expires 1986
Kenneth Sorlien Term Expires 1988
Parks and Recreation Commission
Co-Chairpersons Ingrid Smith, Eloise Coudert, Bart Coudert
John Schofield is the Supervisor for the Reassessment of the Town
CENTRE HARBOR TOWN MEETING
March 13, 1984
Total number of names on Checklist 485
Total number of ballots cast 96
The Moderator swore in the two ballot clerks, Dorothy K. Simonds and Priscilla
C. Manville. He also posted the time for opening absentee ballots as 4:30 P.M.
The March thirteenth, nineteen hundred eighty-four Town Meeting was called to
order at ten o'clock in the morning by the Moderator, William L. Taylor, who an-
nounced that the polls were open to act upon Articles 1 through 1-F. At two o'clock
the Moderator was given a break and Merrill Beem was sworn in as Assistant Moderator.
Dorothy Simonds was replaced by Louise deSousa for two and a half hours. Louise
was sworn in by William L. Taylor.
ARTICLE 1-A. All town officers and school board members for the ensuing year were
voted on with the following results:
Selectman for 3 years :
Robert A. Beem
Town Clerk for 1 year :
Ella T. Geddes
Town Treasurer for 1 year :
Robert E. Heath
Collector of Taxes for 1 year :
Jessie L. Foley
Library Trustee for 3 years :
Dorothy K. Simonds






















Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years :
Barbara Benoit
Janet Learned




Moderator for 2 years :
William L. Taylor
Richard Learned
Results of the Inter-Lakes School District vote in Centre Harbor are as follows:
School Board Member from Meredith: 1 year :
had
ARTICLE 1-E Are you in favor of adopting the amendment to the existing Town
Zoning Ordinance which will add to Section VIII :1A wording to indi-
cate that any change to an already non-conforming use will not alter the use in any
substantial way?
71 YES 15 NO
ARTICLE 1-F Are you in favor of adopting the amendment to the existing Town
Zoning Ordinance which will add to Section VIII:2 and VIII:2B wording
to indicate that any change may not increase the square footage of a non-conforming
structure by more than twenty (20) percent or alter its use in any substantial way?
64 YES 23 NO
ARTICLE 2. Aaron Smith moved the Town raise the sum of $132,872.88 to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year. The motion was seconded by
Robert E. Heath and voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3. On motion of Lewis C. Hanson and seconded by Dennis Parshley the Town
voted to raise and appropriate $70,325.00 for the maintenance of Town
Highways and Bridges, including sidewalks, dead tree removal, and docks and foun-
tain; $6,719.38 to be paid from State Highway Block Aid, balance of $63,605.62 to be
raised by taxes.
ARTICLE 4. Aaron Smith moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,000.00 for the continued improvement of Centre Harbor Neck Road
to be paid from the State Highway Block Aid. Dorothy K. Simonds seconded the motion
and it was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 5. Lewis C. Hanson moved the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $35,000.00 for the purchase of a New Loader Backhoe, and to au-
thorize the Selectmen to borrow $26,250.00 in the name of the Town. The balance of
$8,750.00 to be raised by taxes. Thomas Hughes seconded the motion. A voice vote
was taken. Since there were no nays the Moderator declared the vote unanimous in
favor.
ARTICLE 6. Lewis Woodaman moved the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $14,989.70 for the maintenance of the Centre Harbor Fire Depart-
ment, and to authorize the Centre Harbor Volunteer Firemen's Association to expend
said sum for the operation and maintenance of the Centre Harbor Fire Department.
The amount of $6,000.00 to be paid from the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund, the balance
of $8,989.70 to be raised by taxes. The motion was seconded by Charles Haines and
voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 7. On motion of Aaron Smith and seconded by Lee Mattson the Town unani-
mously voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for a
Capital Reserve Fund for the future purchase of a new fire truck.
ARTICLE 8. On motion of Aaron Smith and seconded by Christopher Williams the
Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,690.00 for the
operation of the Police Department, $7,100.00 to be paid from the Revenue Sharing
Trust Fund and the balance of $16,590.00 to be raised by taxes.
ARTICLE 9. Eloise Coudert moved the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
511,725.00 for Parks and Recreation, to include Band Concerts,
Holiday Celebrations, and Life Guards. The motion was seconded by Kenneth Sorlien
and voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 10. Lewis C. Hanson moved the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,000.00 -f^or the purpose of providing ambulance service to the Town,
the $6,000.00 to be paid from the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund. Kathleen Kozak
seconded the motion and it was then voted in the affimative.
ARTICLE 11. On motion of Dorothy K. Simonds and seconded by Diane Kline it was
voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for the opera-
tion of the Nichols Memorial Library.
ARTICLE 12. On motion of Aaron Smith and seconded by Orion Bickford it was
unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,400.00
as Centre Harbor's share of the Refuse Disposal Capital Reserve Fund as authorized
by RSA35:1, 35:18 and to authorize the Selectmen to expend such amounts as may be
necessary on major repairs as required.
ARTICLE 13. On motion of Lewis Hanson and seconded by Bess Hanson, the Town
voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000.00 for Welfare and
Town Poor.
ARTICLE 14. Aaron Smith moved the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,000.00 torward the reassessment of the Town and to authorize the
Selectmen to withdraw and expend $4,366.77 plus interest from the Capital Reserve
Fund, the balance of $3,633.23 to be raised by taxes. The motion was seconded by
Merrill Beem. The motion was then voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 15. On motion of Diane Kline and seconded by G. Huntington Damon the
Town voted to receive a report from the Planning Board on the status
and conclusions of the Town of Centre Harbor Town Plan.
ARTICLE 16. Lewis Hanson moved the Town vote to raise and appropriate $161.31
for the support of the Lakes Region Association. Thomas Hughes
seconded the motion and it was then voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 17. Ann Williams moved and Bess Hanson seconded that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate $500.00 for the support of the Lakes Region
Family Service. The motion was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 18. On the motion of Aaron Smith, seconded by Dorothy Simonds, the Town
voted to raise and appropriate $500.00 for the Centre Harbor His-
torical Society. Funds to be used for the continued renovation of the Old Centre
Harbor School
.
ARTICLE 19. On the motion of Susan Andersen and seconded by Lee Mattson the Town
voted to raise and appropriate $1,728.00 for the support of the Inter
Lakes Day Care Center.
ARTICLE 20. On the motion of Maurice Hildebrand and seconded by Ann Williams the
Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,376.00 for the support of
the Meredith Community Action Program.
ARTICLE 21. On motion of Bess Hanson and seconded by Charles A. Haines the Town
voted to raise and appropriate $4,465.00 for the support of the
Meredith Public Health Nursing Association.
ARTICLE 22. John Desmond moved the Town vote to raise and appropriate $900.00
for Huggins Hospital. The motion was seconded by Walter Kneeland.
The motion was then defeated.
ARTICLE 23. John Desmond moved the Town vote to raise and appropriate $500.00
for Lakes Region General Hospital. The motion was seconded by
Janet Henriksen. The motion was then voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 24. Robert E. Heath moved the Town of Centre Harbor notify the Governor,
Executive Council, Representatives and Senator that they direct
that no special session be called for any special interest group and to direct the
Selectmen to promptly notify the above elected officials of the Town's desire. This
was seconded by Minnie Nichols. Bart Coudert moved to amend the motion to read as
follows: The Town of Centre Harbor call upon the Governor and Executive Council,
its State Representatives and State Senator to promptly convene a Special Session
of the Legislature for the sole purpose of preventing the imposition of huge cost
increases in electric rates resulting from the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant on the
citizens, businesses, schools and agencies in the Town of Centre Harbor, and to di-
rect the Selectmen to promptly notify our above elected officials of the Town's
desire. This was seconded by Edwin Kline. The amendment to the motion was voted
in the affirmative. The original motion as amended was then voted in the affirma-
tive. Because of some confusion and some voters were not quite sure on how they had
voted, a recount was called after the Moderator explained. The results were the
same.
ARTICLE 25. On the motion of Lewis Hanson and seconded by Kenneth Sorlien the
Town voted to allow a discount of two per-cent on taxes paid in full
within fifteen days of issue of the tax bills by the Tax Collector.
ARTICLE 26. On motion of Aaron Smith and seconded by Robert Heath the Town voted
to authorize the Selectmen to hire money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 27. On motion of Lewis Hanson and seconded by Charles Haines the Town
voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend
federal or state grants, which may become available during the course of the year,
and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or private
source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate money,
provided; (1) that such grants and other monies do not require the expenditure
of other Town funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior
to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies, and (3) that such items
shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and expenditure
of Town monies, all as provided by RSA 31:05-b.
ARTICLE 28. On motion of Aaron Smith and seconded by Dennis Parshley the Town
voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell property acquired by Tax
Collector's Deed.
ARTICLE 29. Lewis Hanson reported that a committee has been appointed to work on
plans for the land on the corner of Route 3 and 25B on which a Town
garage will be built. He encouraged anyone interested in working on this project
to please be in touch with the Selectmen. John and Carolyn Schoenbauer will be
chairing this committee. Working with them will be the Planning Board, Board of
Adjustment, Parks and Recreation and of course the Selectmen.
John Griffin asked about the possibility of cable television coming
into Centre Harbor. The Selectmen explained that they had not been approached by
any company with the possibility of bringing this service to Centre Harbor.
It was moved by Robert Heath to adjourn and it was seconded by Chris
Williams. This was voted in the affirmative. The meeting adjourned at 8:35 P.M.








The oath of office was taken by all elected officials except Trustee
of Trust Funds. She will take the oath as soon as she returns from Florida.
A delicious lunch and dinner were served by the 4-H Club under the





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF CENTRE HARBOR
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Centre Harbor in the County of Belknap in
Said State, Qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Cary H. Mead Meeting Room in said Centre
Harbor on Tuesday, the twelfth day of March, next at ten of the clock in the
morning to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1-A. To choose all necessary Town and School Officers for the year
ensuing.
Article 1-B. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board, which will
create a new zoning district to be called Commercial District-Village Area in-
tending to protect and preserve the historical character of the Village and effec-
ting changes and/or additions to Sections III:4F1, 2 & 3; IX:1A, IC, 4C1 , 4C2
;
Appendix A - Special Exceptions; and Zoning Map Legend.
Article 1-C. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to change
Section IV:2 restricting building heights to three stories and/or thirty-five feet
above ground level
.
Article 1-D. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to make changes
to Section IX:4A, 4B and 4C1 relative to Road Frontage and width in feet.
Article 1-E. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to make changes
to Section IX:4A Permitted Uses by deleting #2 - Public and Private School.
Article 1-F. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to change
Section IX:4C to read IX:4C1 and the addition of a column covering Minimum Area
Per Family.
Article 1-G. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to Section
X:B3 to provide the method of clarifying "Wetlands Incorrectly Delineated" by
a plat.
Article 1-H. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to Section X:F
Special Requirements providing a clarification to the reference of structure.
Article l-I. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to delete all
passages referring to Planned Unit Development (PUD).
Article 2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same. The sum being
$137,968.08.
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Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$112,000.00 for the miaintenance of Town Highways and Bridges, including side-
walks, dead-tree removal, and Docks and Fountain; $14,612.93 to be paid from State
Highway Block Aid, balance of $97,387.07 to be raised by taxes.
Article 4. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate for the purchase of a new Town dump truck, and to authorize the
selectmen to borrow 66 2^3% of this sum in the name of the Town. The balance to
be raised by taxes.
Article 5. To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate to erect a Town garage complex on land now owned by the Town at
the intersection of Route 25B and Route 3, and to authorize the selectmen to bor-
row such funds in the name of the Town.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $10,000.00 for the maintenance of the Centre Harbor Fire Department, and to
authorize the Centre Harbor Volunteer Firemen's Association to expend said sum
for the operation and maintenance of the Centre Harbor Fire Department. The
amount of $5,000.00 to be paid from the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund, the balance
of $5,000.00 to be raised by taxes.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,000.00 for a Capital Reserve Fund for the future purchase of a new fire
truck.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $26,240.00 for the operation of the Police Department, $5,000.00 to be paid
from the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund and the balance of $21,240.00 to be raised
by taxes.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $11,950.00 for Parks and Recreation, to include Band Concerts, Holiday Cele-
brations and Life Guards.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $70,000.00 for the Park Recreation Project on the corner of Route 25B and
Route 3. The selectmen are authorized to apply for, accept and expend federal
Land and Water Conservation Fund grant funds or other federal or state funds, or
any funds from private sources, which may be available for this project to reduce
the cost to the Town. This appropriation will be contingent upon the selection
of this park project for a Land and Water Conservation Fund 50% reimbursement
grant, or at least a 50% reimbursement from any other source or sources, and to
authorize the selectmen to borrow up to $28,000.00 in the name of the Town. The
balance of $7,000.00 to be raised by taxes.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $6,000.00 for the purpose of providing ambulance service to the Town, the
$5,000.00 to be paid from the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund. The balance of $1000.00
to be raised by taxes.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 for the operation of the Nichols Memorial Library.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,400.00 as Centre Harbor's share of the Refuse Disposal Capital Reserve
Fund as authorized by RSA 35:1, 35:18 and to authorize the selectmen to expend
such amounts as may be necessary on major repairs as required.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 for Welfare and Town Poor.
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Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $9,000.00 for the reroofing of the west side of the Municipal Building and the
repair of the Library roof.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to accept $8,000.00 from the
Meredith Rotary Club for the beautification of the Dock area.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to
enter into negotiations with E. M. Heath, Inc. to allow the use of a small portion
of Town land along the east side of Lake Street from Route 25 to the right-of-
way behind the supermarket for placement of a retaining wall to contain the
western edge of E. M. Heath, Inc. Parking Lot. To further allow the selectmen
to execute any such agreement that they feel is in the best interest of the Town.
(By Request)
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds
for the support of the Lakes Region Association. ($169.38 requested for 1985.
$161.31 appropriated in 1984.)
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds
for the support of the Lakes Region Family Service. ($600.00 requested in 1985.
$500.00 appropriated in 1984.)
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $500.00 for the Centre Harbor Historical Society. Funds to be used for the
continued renovation of the Old Centre Harbor School.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds
for the support of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center. ($1,844.66 requested for
1985. $1,728.00 appropriated in 1984.)
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds
for the support of the Meredith Community Action Program. ($3,376.00 requested
in 1985. $3,376.00 appropriated in 1984.)
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds
for the support of the Meredith Public Health Nursing Association. ($4,701.00
requested for 1985. $4,465.00 appropriated in 1984.)
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $900.00
for Huggins Hospital. (No funds appropriated in 1983 or 1984.)
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $600.00
for the Lakes Region General Hospital. ($500.00 appropriated in 1984.)
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to exempt the High Haith beach
from the reciprocal use agreement now in effect with the Town of Moultonboro as
voted by the Town in 1973.
Article 27. To see if the Town will authorize the Treasurer, with the
approval of the selectmen, to appoint a Deputy Treasurer pursuant to RSA 41:29-a.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to allow a
cent on taxes paid in full within fifteen days of issue of
Tax Collector.
discount of two per-
the tax bills by the
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Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to
hire money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 30. To see if the Town will authorize the selectmen to apply for,
receive and expend federal or state grants, which may become available during the
course of the year, and also to accept and expend money from any other governmen-
tal unit or private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally
appropriate money, provided: (1) that such grants and other monies do not require
the expenditure of other Town funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by
the selectmen prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies, and
(3) that such items shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to
limitation and expenditure of Town monies, all as provided by RSA 31:05-b.
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to
sell property acquired by Tax Collector's Deed.
Article 32. To choose agents or committees in relation to any article of
the Warrant and hear reports of any heretofore chosen.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-first day of February, in the




Selectmen of Centre Harbor
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AMOUNTS BUDGETED FOR 1985
ARTICLE 2.
Town Officers' Salaries $ 11,835.00
Town Officers' Expenses 36,350.00













































Advertising & Regional Assn.
Public Safety:
Police Department
Fire Dept. Incl. Forest
Fires
Civil Defense
Wharf, Docks & Fountain
Highways, Streets & Bridges:
Town Maintenance






Meredith Pub. Health Assn.
Hospitals & Ambulance
Lakes Region Family Service















1984 Expenditures Ensuing Fiscal
1984 Year - 1985
Operating Transfers Out:
Fire truck $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00
Incinerator 2,400.00 2,400.00 2,400.00
Miscellaneous:
FICA & Retirement 7,000.00 7,559.36 8,080.00
Insurance 17,805.00 17,900.10 22,535.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $360,498.46
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes 173,862.75
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School & County) $186,635.71
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
CENTRE HARBOR, N.H.
Estimated




Public Service Company $115,750.00
N.H. Electric Coop. 64,600.00
180,350.00
House Trailers (42) 44,850.00
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed 27,975,806.00
Blind Exemption (1) 8,550.00
Elderly Exemption (9) 90,350.00
Total Exemptions Allowed 98,900.00
Net Valuation on Which the Tax Rate is Computed $27,876,906.00
Number of Individuals Applying for an 5 at 5,000.00
Elderly Exemption in 1984 3 at 10,000.00
2 at 20,000.00
Number of Individuals Granted an 5 at 5: ,000.00
Elderly Exemption in 1984 3 at 10,000.00
2 at 20,000.00
Number of Property Owners who were granted Current Use Exemption in 1984 and




Wild Land - Productive 28
Wild Land - Natural Preserve 2
Wetland 10
Total Assessed Value of Land Under Current Use
Total Number of Individual Property Owners in Current Use
Total Number of Acres Taken Out of Current Use During Year




TAXES ASSESSED FOR 1984
Appropriations:
Town Officers' Salaries $ 10,860.00
Town Officers' Expenses 34,710.00
Election and Registration Expenses 1,740.00
Cemeteries 1,575.00
General Government Buildings 14,240.00
Reappraisal of Property 8,000.00
Legal Expenses 2,000.00
Advertising and Regional Association 161.00
Historical Society 500.00
Inter-Lakes Day Care Center 1,728.00
Police Department 22,565.00






Centre Harbor Neck Road 6,000.00
Wharf, Fountain and Docks 3,525.00
Solid Waste Disposal, Meredith Incinerator 18,227.00
Garbage Removal 1,200.00
Town Dump 950.00
Lakes Region General Hospital 500.00
Ambulance Service 6,000.00
Animal Control 1,125.00
Lakes Region Family Service 500.00
Meredith Public Health Service 4,465.00
Welfare, General Assistance 3,000.00
Welfare, Old Age Assistance 3,000.00
Community Action Program 3,376.00
Library 5,000.00
Parks and Recreation 5,325.00
Patriotic Purposes, Holidays 1,600.00
Lifeguards 4,000.00
Band Concerts 800.00
Principal of Long-Term Bonds and Notes 12,800.00
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds and Notes 2,608.00
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 5,000.00
Capital Outlay, New Equipment 35,000.00
Fire Truck 1,000.00
Incinerator, Refuse Disposal 2,400.00






National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes





Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Income from Departments
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Trust Funds



















Total Town Appropriations $339,025.00








Total of Town, School & County 684,504.00
Deduct Total Bus. Profits Tax 38,125.00
Add War Service Credits 5,500,00
Add Overlay 14,936.00
















STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
ASSETS
Cash in Hands of Treasurer:
Checking Account $ 6,269.34
Beam Account 74,216.10
Revenue Sharing Account 1,651.15





Total Capital Reserve Funds 14,616.79
Accounts Due:
Credit with Laconia Menrorial
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Revaluation $ 7,214.75
Bal. of 1984 Appropriation:
on Incinerator 4,556.78
Site Plan-Balance of Donation 1,665.20
C.H.M.P. Cemetery 597.47
Yield Tax Deposits 1,487.00
School District 167,888.64
T.A.N. Due April 1, 1985 26,250.00
Total Accounts owed by Town $209,659.84








SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 1984
Long-Term Notes Outstanding:
Dump Truck $10,000.00
Total Long-Term Notes Outstanding
December 31, 1984 $10,000.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING
LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long-Term Debt January 1, 1984 22,800.00
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year:
Long-Term Notes Paid 12,800.00
Total Debt Retirement 12,800.00
Outstanding Long-Term Debt - December 31, 1984 10,000.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1984
Municipal Building and Land
Furniture and Equipment










Old Town House, Land and Buildings
Furniture




Lot Corner Route 25B and Route 25
Lot Corner Route 25B and Route 3




























For the Year Ending December 31, 1984
Receipts:
1984 Auto Permits — 1031 $46,283.00
1984 Dog Licenses -- 130 598,95
1984 Marriage Licenses — 7 91.00
Total Receipts: $46,972.95







FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1984
DR. -
Levies Of:
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year 1984
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Taxes Committed To Collector :
Property Taxes $661,519.40
Resident Taxes 5,380.00
National Bank Stock Taxes .... 50.00










Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $96,400.58
Resident Taxes 799.00 $ 130.00 $100.00
Yield Taxes 142.95 667.58
Current Use 900.00




SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1984
- DR. -
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
1983 1982 Previous Yrs
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning Fiscal Year* . .
Taxes Sold To Town During . .
Current Fiscal Year**








Remittances to Treasurer During Year :
Redemptions $ 9,328.86
Interest & Costs After Sale . . 592.79




TOTAL CREDITS $19,886.00 $10,000.66 $5,837.62
*These sums represent the total of Unredeemed Taxes as of
January 1, 1985 from Tax Sales held in Previous Fiscal
Years.
**Amount of Tax Sale (s) held during current fiscal year,






Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1984
Cash on Hand January 1, 1984 $ 95,251.31
Received:
Tax Collector - Regular Accounts $ 678,225.32




Revenue Sharing - MVSB 19,364.00
T.A.N. 340,000.00
Loader Note 26,250.00
Interest Earned - Revenue Sharing 589.61
Interest Earned - Beam Account 9,356.52
Interest Earned - NOW Account 750.83
TOTAL 1,218,388.32
Total Received & Balance 1,313,639.63
Disbursements:




Summary of All Accounts:
Regular Account (NOW Bankeast)







Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
for Incinerator $ 1,894.60
Revenue Sharing Funds 19,364.00
Interest on Revenue Sharing Funds 589.61
Trust Funds 1,415.96
Gifts 127.75
Total Other Financing Sources $ 23,391.92
Non-Revenue Receipts:
Proceeds of T.A.N. 366,250.00
Yield Tax Security Deposits 1,487.00
Total Non-Revenue Receipts 367,737.00
Total Receipts from All Sources 1,218,384.32





Town Officers' Salaries $ 11,142.25
Town Officers' Expenses 26,179.25
Election and Registration Expenses 2,328.47
General Government Buildings 10,791.38
Reappraisal of Property & Map Work 1,979.53
Planning and Zoning (Incl. LRPC) 3,394.35
Legal Expenses 1,950.66
Lakes Region Association 161.31
Total Gen. Governmental Expenses $ 57,927.20
Public Safety:
Police Department Incl. Animal
Control & Dog Pound 25,640.94
Fire Dept. , Incl. Forest Fires 15,107.65
Total Public Safety Expenses 40,748.59
Highways, Streets & Bridges:
Town Maintenance 127,607.50
Street Lighting 6,670.68
Total Highways & Bridges 134,278.18
Solid Waste Disposal & Meredith Incinerator: 22,704.69
Health:
Mer. Public Health Service
& Family Services 4,965.00
Hospitals & Ambulances 6,500.00
Cemeteries 1,854.49
Total Health Expenses 13,319.49
Welfare:
General Assistance 192.04
Old Age Assistance 3,779.35
Comnunity Action Program 3,376.00
Day Care Services 1,728.00
Total Welfare Expenses 9,075.39
Culture & Recreation:
Library 6,972.00
Parks & Recreation 11,567.66
Patriotic Purposes & Holidays,
Historical Society 1,968.28
Fountain & Docks 3,587.01
Total Culture & Rec. Expenses 24,094.95
Debt Service:
Principal of Long-Term Notes 12,800.00
Interest Expense - T.A.N. 14,490.83
Interest Expense - Other Temp. Loans 2,139.88
Total Debt Service Payments 29,430.71
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Capital Outlay: Sump Pump $ 83.59
Operating Transfers Out:
Payments to Capital Reserve $ 1,000.00
Firetruck 2,400.00
Total Operating Transfers Out 3,400.00
Miscellaneous:
PICA & Retirement 7,379.36
Insurance 17,900.10
Total Miscellaneous Expenses 25,279.46
Unclassified:
Payments on T.A.N. 340,000.00
Taxes bought by town 19,879.28
Discounts, Abatements, Refunds 8,377.74
Total Unclassified Expenses 368,257.02
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Taxes paid to County 106,466.00
I-L School District 396,433.77
Total Pmts. to Other Gov. Divs. 502,899.77
Total Payments for All Purposes 1,231,503.04
Cash on hand December 31, 1984 82,136.59
GRAND TOTAL $1 ,313, 639'.. 63
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Nichols Memorial Library 6,972.00
Unclassified
Legal Services 1,950.66
Refunds & Abatements 8,377.74
Ambulance 6,000.00
Tax Sales & Costs 19,879.28
Inter-Lakes Day Care Center 1,728.90
Miscellaneous 91.79
Corranun^ty Action Program 3,376.00
Lakes Region Family Services 500.00
Public Health Services 4,465.00
Capital Reserve Funds 3,400.00
Historical Society 500.00
Hospital 500.00




Total Payments for all purposes ^
1,231,499.04
Bank Services Charges 4.00
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REVENUE SHARING REPORT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1984

































































































REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF THE TOWN OF CENTRE
<4- C
HARBOR . NEW HAMPSHIRE ON DECEMBER 31, 1984
PRINCIPAL





Town of Centre Harbor
Receipts :
Balance January 1, 1984
From Town of Centre Harbor
From Interment




John Oliver (Mowing, etc.)
Total


















We hereby certify that we examined the foregoing accounts





JAMES E. NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
1984
The Trustees have met regularly each month with an average attendance of
four to six members plus the librarian.
At the December meeting Dorothy Simonds was elected Chairman for one year.
Also Richard Cabell was affirmed as Treasurer of the Board as well as of the
Association. Amna Stabler agreed to serve as Secretary of the Board for one
year.
Two new members have joined the Board this year. Catherine Campbell was
named by the Association to take the place of John Desmond who resigned as of
January 1, 1984. Also, in March the selectmen appointed Priscilla (Chip)
Sorlien to serve as a replacement for Roger Moulton who had resigned.
In February, Bob Beem, Selectman, and Lewis Woodaman, Fire Chief, met with
the Trustees at their regular meeting to discuss the desirability of having a
fire alarm system installed in the library building. This would include a
sensing device and a phone alarm system which would indicate any unsafe drop (or
rise) in the temperature.
After due deliberation and consultations with Mr. Beem a proposal was pre-
sented in April by Tom Mango Associates of Franklin, New Hampshire, who had
installed the Town building system. After investigation of possible additional
bids it was voted at the June meeting to recommend installation of the alarm
system asked by Tom Mango Associates at a cost of roughly $2000.
Two very successful events were sponsored by the Trustees in August. Merrill
Beem, our Publicity Chairman, initiated and carried through the necessary arrange-
ments that resulted in nearly one hundred adults and children attending the movie
slide show lecture "The Sea Around Us" by Kevin Thorsell of Laconia, who is a
naturalist, freelance writer, photographer and painter. This program was pre-
sented as a free service to our community. It showed a scope of life ranging
from microscopic animals to sea birds and whales in a setting of beautiful
seashore and ocean scenery.
In order to defray the expenses of this community program, Chip Sorlien
headed up a very successful bake sale on the library lawn with the help of
Association members, volunteers and active patrons of our library. Everyone
pitched in to help with publicity, baking and selling, and all the food had dis-
appeared before the end of the sale. The trustees would like to express their
appreciation to all who helped in any way in both the bake sale and "The Sea
Around Us" program.
Total circulation of library materials amounted to 6531 for the year.
Patrons, both regular and non-resident, numbered 732. Librarian Gertrude Martin
reports starting a collection of cassettes and large print books. Also we have
two cameras supplied by the Polaroid Company to loan. More information and
regulations can be had at the library. Another valuable addition is the weekly
information map on the main reading table. It gives at a glance the location
of newsworthy events all over the world, with brief commentary.
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The Board of Trustees meet regularly each month on the third Wednesday in
the Library at 7:30 p.m.
Dorothy K. Simonds, Chairman









Library Assn. Appointed Trustees
Merrill Beem 1987
Catherine Campbell 1986





Balance on Hand January 1, 1984
James E. Nichols Trusts
Town of Centre Harbor
Permanent Endowment Funds*
Donations
Interest on N.O.W. Account















Balance on Hand December 31, 1984
*Permanent Endowment Funds (Principal)
Stanley Fund




The Meredith Public Health Nursing Association is a Medicare Approved
Agency providing Skilled Nursing, Physical Therapy, Speech Therapy and Home
Health Aide services to the residents of Meredith and Centre Harbor.
Our staff includes: June Plummer, R.N., Director; Jane Kiah, R.N.; Craig
and Steve Walton, Physical Therapists; Judy Stoecklin, Speech Therapist; Judy
Picard, Home Health Aide and Gail Pelczar, Secretary/Bookkeeper.
New members on the Board of Directors are Beverly Bacon and Raymond Hutchins.
Services in Centre Harbor during 1984:
146 R.N. Home Visits
3 Physical Therapy Visits
153 Home Health Aide Visits
200 B.P. Readings at Monthly Clinics
5 Weekend Visits
Free monthly blood pressure clinics qre held on the 2nd Wednesday of each
month from 12 noon to 3 P.M. at the Gary Mead Room.
The large turn out at our April board meeting to hear Dr. Lawrence Zyskowskis'
presentation on arthritis was very gratifying. We held our annual open house on
November 28th and offered several health screening tests. Many people took ad-
vantage of this service. Assistance was given to the Altrusa and Jaycees with
their three blood drawings at which 124 units were obtained. We also assisted
the Lions' Club and the Fifty Plus Club with their Health Fair. 86 screenings
were done.
Our equipment "loan closet" did not escape this very busy year. Hospital
beds, wheelchairs, crutches, walkers, commodes, canes, tub and shower benches as
well as other miscellaneous items were well utilized.
Memorial gifts were received in memory of Lillian White, Mary Wilder, Bertha
Faye, Cecil King, Harold Fay, Effie Cram, Norma Pitman, Phyllis Spaulding, Ellen
Peck, Mary Martin, Alice Burrows, Gertrude Clark, Agnes McPhee, Thelma Sargent,
Marguerite Woodman, Anna Blake, Florence Fournier, Joseph Dutton , Ethel Dutton
,
George Anderson and Elizabeth Anderson.
Uncollectible accounts for 1984 amounted to $2,883.00.
I would like to take this opportunity to say "thank you" to all the people
who so generously supported our agency with donations, memorial gifts and response
to our annual fund drive. I would also like to thank those who gave us equipment
to add to our "loan closet". Please know that the thoughtful ness of all of you
is greatly appreciated.
JUNE A. PLUMMER, R.N.
Executive Director/Supervisor
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INTER-LAKES DAY CARE CENTER & NURSERY SCHOOL
Meredith, New Hampshire
REPORT TO THE TOWNS
During 1984 the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center served 148 children--an 18 per
cent increase in enrollment from the previous year. This represents a reflection
of the recent baby boom which began two to three years ago. As a private, non-
profit agency governed by a volunteer Board of Directors the Center operates a
preschool program with a full range of services including education, special needs,
health care, vision and hearing screening, dental care, nutrition, and parenting.
As a participant in the N. H. Child Care Food Program sponsored by USDA, nutritious
hot lunches, breakfasts, and two snacks are served daily. Our school is open on a
year-round basis from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., making it possible for the parents of
134 children to maintain employment.
The primary concern of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center is to provide a home-
like, educational environment for children of working parents. Through our Nursery
School program, open to children of non-working parents, and our before and after-
school "Seven-Upper" Program we provide for the social, emotional, physical and
educational development of all ages.
Our satellite food program which we sponsor is a network of licensed Family
Day Care Homes receiving federal reimbursement from USDA by serving nutritious meals
and snacks while providing care for children of working parents in their homes.
At the present time we have eight homes under the program.
The total budget of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center for 1985 is $135,000.00.
Of this we will be receiving in tuition paid by parents $73,475.00, $2,800.00
from N. H. Child Care Food Program (USDA), $2,480.00 from N. H. Child Care Food
Program (USDA) for sponsorship of Family Day Care Homes, and $2,485.00 from N, H.
Job Training Partnership Act. This also includes the following: $48,760.00 of
which $32,000.00 is Title XX and $16,760.00 which must be raised in local funding.
The money that is received from the towns is matched by the federal government
under Title XX.
Area residents are cordially welcome to visit the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center
and Nursery School at 11 Lang Street in Meredith.
Enrollment by Towns - 1984
Meredith - 93 Sandwich - 3
Center Harbor - 16 New Hampton - 6
Moultonboro - 17 Ashland - 4
Holderness - 3 Laconia - 6
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CENTRE HARBOR PLANNING BOARD
ANNUAL REPORT
The Planning Board was pleased to approve the Site Plan for a conversion of
the land and buildings on the former Belknap College campus. The new Red Hill
Inn will consist of a 15-unit Inn, lounge and restaurant. This facility will be
an asset to the Town, providing a reason for people to stop and stay in Centre
Harbor.
To maintain the general historic character of the Village area, the Board
approved and is putting before the voters a new zoning district entitled Commer-
cial District-Village Area. This will provide for commercial use of the Village
while maintaining the aesthetic qualities and scenic views.
During 1984 Jackie Baker resigned from the Board. Her contributions and
efforts will be missed. The selectmen have appointed Janice Mulherin to take
her place.
The Board was kept active reviewing subdivision requests and building per-
mits. We appreciate the citizen involvement at these hearings; your comments and
concerns are always welcome! Our regular meetings are held the first and third
Tuesdays of each month.
Many thanks to the members of the Board who volunteer their time and efforts
on behalf of the community. The committee also extends a special thanks to the
efforts of clerk Joan Taylor. Her work is greatly appreciated.
JANICE MULHERIN
KIRK MELONEY
Centre Harbor Planning Board
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LAKES REGION FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION, INC.
1984
Service to Families
Lakes Region Family Service Association, Inc. is a private, non-profit
agency which has existed in the Lakes Region for over twenty years. We provide
individual, family, couples, and child/adolescent counseling. Since 1981, our
agency has provided a full range of emergency and rehabilitation services to
violent families. Services to violent families include a 24-hour crisis line,
shelter in host homes, transportation, advocacy, professional counseling, peer
counseling, a support group for abused women, and a group for men who batter
women.
Lakes Region Family Service has expanded its group offerings in 1983 and 1984.
We provide Assertiveness Training Courses on an on-going basis and forty-seven
(47) people have participated in these classes since March 1984. Our agency also
offers a workshop for children who need help in adjusting to their parents' di-
vorce. The agency provides a group for adolescent girls, and plans are in the
making for a boys' group and for a parenting group in the spring of 1985.
Statistical Information






*( January through October 30, 1984)
We project that our agency will serve a minimum of twenty-one (21) Centre
Harbor families by December 30, 1984.
Domestic Violence Program
Lakes Region Family Service is seeking assistance from the Town of Centre
Harbor to help maintain our domestic violence program. This program has grown
rapidly, serving 162 families in 1981, 262 in 1983, and 229 families in the first
nine months of 1984. In 1984, ten (10) families from Centre Harbor have turned
to us with problems of violence in the family. Our services to violent families
serve the whole family, and we are particularly optimistic about the therapeutic
value of our group for men who batter.
Counseling Program
Families from Centre Harbor have been assisted with marital problems,
alcohol problems, adjustment to divorce, and difficulty handling child/adolescent
behavior. Our agency works with as many family members as possible, and consults
with other agencies such as schools that have a significant influence on family
life. Our counseling services are provided by Master's level counselors and we
have available consultation from our part-time phychiatrist. Residents of Centre




We enclose a copy of our budget in order to acquaint your committee with
overall agency finances. The 1985 budget represents our proposed operating bud-
get for 1985.
Thus far in 1984, the agency has remained within the operating budget for
the year with $115,217 in revenue and $114,896 in expenses in the first nine
months of 1984.
Centre Harbor Appropriation
Six hundred dollars ($600.00) is being requested to assist us in providing
services to families from Centre Harbor who voluntarily seek our assistance.
Our domestic violence services are unique in the Lakes Region and attempts
to help all family members when there is violence in the family. Our family
counseling service is recognized as a vehicle for change for families, and we are
proud of our results in assisting families as they face a variety of problems.
Our budget request reflects the increase in Centre Harbor families served. The
average cost to our agency, per family served in the counseling program, is
$270.00. Families pay according to income, and no one is denied service based on
inability to pay.
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM REPORT
1984 Summary of Services
Provided to Centre Harbor Residents
by the Meredith Area Center
Belknap-Merrimack Community Action Program
Services
Congregate Meals - hot meals for
the elderly at our Senior Center.
Meals on Wheels - delivers hot
meals to homebound elderly.
Rural Transportation - provides
regularly scheduled bus trips.
Fuel Assistance Program - provided
an average of $494.82 in assistance
to needy households.
Weatherization - provides fuel
saving materials and labor to
low income households.
Family Planning - provides a vari-
ety of health & education services
to low & moderate incOme families.
WIC - provides clinic and food
vouchers to low income children
and mothers at nutritional risk.
Surplus Foods - provided surplus
foods to eligible households.
Value of Cheese -
Value of Butter -






Rounds I, II, III, IV
Seniors Jobs Project - employment
counseling and placement for
senior citizens.
Units of No. Households/
Service Persons
REPORT OF CENTRE HARBOR FIRE DEPARTMENT
1984
This year the total number of responses by the Centre Harbor Fire Department
was 146. Of these, six were structures, 16 were chimneys, 75 were medical emer-
gencies,- and the rest ran the gamut from a burning fish house to a sinking boat.
Our citizenry must be practicing good fire prevention, and for this your fire
department is grateful. At present medical emergencies take up the biggest share
of our time, and to help cope with this problem, two more of our men are now
certified E.M.T.'s. For emergency medical help, as well as for fires, call
524-1545 promptly.
On the back pages of your town report, next to your name, you will find your
tax map number. This number identifies and locates your property on the town
tax map. It also serves as a very useful tool for the fire department. When
reporting a fire or emergency, if you give this number to the dispatcher, the
exact location of your property will be known. The ambulance service and area
fire departments have maps and lists of numbers and can easily pinpoint your
exact geographic location. In small rural towns like ours there are no street
numbers, and so tax map numbers fill the bill. No matter who makes the emergency
call, the tax map number which locates the property will never change. Names of
owners and telephone numbers change; tax map numbers stay the same! It might be
a good idea to tape your number on your phone or phone book so that no matter who
makes the call, the proper number will be given. The fire department realizes
that this is not 100% foolproof, but it is another attempt to speed up response
time when someone needs help.
Another matter that can stand repetition is this: "TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE!"
Please do not delay a call for help! Fire and medical emergencies require prompt
action. Never hesitate! We in the fire service would much rather respond and
help you solve your problem while it can be handled, than answer a delayed re-
sponse and be sorry. Again, your emergency number is 524-1545 twenty-four hours
a day. Memorize it!
As everyone in Centre Harbor knows, we have no public water system and no
fire hydrants. Therefore, water for fire department purposes must be drafted
from brooks, ponds, and lakes. If your property borders on a water source, please
see to it that there is access for fire department pumpers. This is for your own
protection and that of your neighbors. We're here to help, and we want to help,
but limited access to the water in many areas of town is a serious problem. Where
is the closest accessible water source to your home right now?
Finally, and we save the sting for last, it is time once again for the fire
department to alert the taxpayers that, in the foreseeable future. Centre Harbor
should be thinking about replacing a fire truck. Our Number 2 engine is vin-
tage 1964! Right now it runs and pumps within specified standards, but how long
it will continue to do so is debatable. Fire apparatus is very expensive. Even
though we are looking at two to three years delivery time after ordering, we all
know that prices have a habit of creeping up and up every year. So, fellow citi-
zens, within the next few years we should be deciding how far we dare to press
this gamble.
Your fire department thanks you for your continued support, and wishes a
fire safe year for every household.
LEWIS E. WOODAMAN, Fire Chief
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CENTRE HARBOR FIRE DEPARTMENT
FINANCIAL REPORT - 1984
Balance on Hand January 1, 1984
Receipts :
Town of Centre Harbor
Extinguisher Service
Winnipesaukee Flagship Co. - Air Pacs























State of New Hampshire
Ossipee Mt. Electronics









Balance on Hand December 31, 1984
$10,069,
REPORT OF THE TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
and
STATE FOREST RANGER
Our first forest fire prevention law was enacted by our State Legislature
90 years ago. This early law set in place a cooperative forest fire prevention
and suppression effort between city and town governments and state government.
It simply stated that no open fire could be kindled, when the ground is free of
snow, without the written permission of the town/city Forest Fire Warden. This
law also stated that anyone kindling a fire without written permission shall be
liable for the damage caused and subject to a $1000 fine.
During the past 90 years, this law has worked so well that is has remained
unchanged. All open fires when the ground is not covered with snow must be
authorized by the local Forest Fire Warden. Persons kindling a fire without a
permit when one is required are liable for damages caused, fire suppression
costs and subject to a $1000 fine.
This cooperative fire prevention law has contributed significantly to our










Town of Centre Harbor
Centre Harbor, New Hampshire
Dear Town Officials:
The 1984 totals of the number of animals from the Town of Centre Harbor
brought to the New Hampshire Humane Society shelter are as follows:
By your Animal Control Officer:
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER'S REPORT
From August to December 1984 the Animal Control Officer had the following activity:
42 Complaints involving
1 dog killing chickens
1 dog bite case
4 dogs to pound




TOWN OF CENTRE HARBOR
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
WINTER AND SPRING ACTIVITIES
Co-ed volleyball continues as the most popular indoor adult program. These
games are scheduled every Thursday at Inter-Lakes Elementary School from 7 to
9 p.m., and every Sunday at Inter-Lakes High School from 6:15 to 9 p.m. Adult
volleyball continues through the spring, fall and winter months according to this
schedule. Interlakes area participation each night is approximately 30 people.
The Centre Harbor Parks and Recreation Department in cooperation with Meredith
Parks and Recreation sponsor a tournament twice a year, the funds from which help
defray the cost of balls, nets and other equipment.
A skating party for town residents was held on January 28th at the town rink,
and an Easter party on April 21st drew 50 town children for games, races, relays
and an egg hunt.
LIFEGUARDS-RED CROSS SWIMMING PROGRAM
Lifeguards are on duty at the town beach the weekend after school lets out in
June until Labor Day weekend. The following classes were offered: Beginner,
Advanced Beginner, Intermediate, Swimmer, Basic Lifesaving and Multimedia First
Aid. Thirty-one swimmers participated in these classes, and an additional fif-
teen took part in preschool and parent-tot swimming lessons.
SUMMER PROGRAM
Summer events began with the Fourth of July Footrace, Independence Day
Parade and fireworks on the town beach. The annual footrace drew 253 men, women
and children who competed in 2-mile, 5-mile and children's races.
The Parks and Recreation Summer Program began the week of July 4th and con-
tinued for eight weeks. Aerobics classes were offered Monday through Friday
mornings at 8:15 a.m. on the town beach. Foot and bike hikes took place every
Monday with attendance of six to eight children on each hike. Tennis lessons
for elementary and junior high age children took place on the Moultonboro courts
every Wednesday and Friday with an average participation of six. Nine children
enjoyed the "Fun and Games' preschool exercise class every Tuesday at the town
beach. Friday was Arts and Crafts day for preschool and elementary school chil-
dren, with approximate attendance of 19. Adult Volleyball switches to Friday
evenings at the town beach during the summer months, and approximately 18 adults
turn out. Two Walt Disney films were shown during the summer months.
SPECIAL EVENTS
The Hershey Track Meet in Concord, and the "Pa" Smith Field Day in Meredith
were day-long events which enabled our youngsters to meet and compete with kids
their own age from surrounding towns and throughout the state. Ten children
qualified for the Concord meet and 21 competed in Meredith.
A Recreation Day on August 17th saw 40 children participating in waterfront
games and relays in the morning, and staying for the afternoon activities: re-
lays, games, ping pong, arts and crafts, a frisbee golf tournament and water
balloon toss.
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On August 24th, 14 children and adults took a field trip to the Mt. Sunapee
Gondola ride, and a community beach party on August 26th culminated the summer's
events.
YEAR-END PARTIES AND PLANNING
One hundred ghost, goblins and their parents were lured to the fire station
on October 31st for the Parks and Recreation Annual Halloween Party. Thanks goes
to the Kanasatka 4-H Club for their spooky haunted house. A Christmas party on
December 15th, with ornament making, tree lighting and refreshments capped our
activities for the year.
The Parks and Recreation Committee is involved in ongoing planning of recrea-
tion Facilities on the town-owned parcel of land at the corner of Routes 3 and
25B. We hope to begin work on clearing, surface and sub-surface drainage, park-
ing lot and Softball field construction during this coming year.
The purchase of a rescue tube, bike rack and slide added to the facilities
at the town beach. A donation from the Woman's Club enabled us to purchase six
tennis rackets, balls and a steel cable volleyball net for outdoor play.
We would like to thank the Centre Harbor Woman's Club, the Centre Harbor
firemen and the residents of our community who have offered their support and
enthusiasm for our recreation programs.





CENTRE HARBOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Annual Report of the Treasurer
11/2/83 - 11/21/84
Balance on Hand November 1, 1983
Receipts
Dues
Report of the Executive Secretary of the
LAKES REGION ASSOCIATION
July 1, 1983 to June 30, 1984
The Lakes Region Association brought together five Chambers of Commerce in the
Region for a Cooperative Advertising/Mailing Program. Under a formula system
it was set up so that each of the Chambers could participate at whatever level
it was within their reach, either financially or brochure wise. This program
used $9,640 of cooperative funds and requested a State Matching Grant of a like
amount, giving us $19,280 for white space advertising and a total of $32,010 for
the entire program, including expenses of mailing literature directly to those
interested parties. This program stimulated over 30,923 individual requests.
This program is the envy of other areas, and is now being copied.
Spring, while we were servicing these inquiries, our Lakes Region Attractions
group were not to be out done. They, too, planned a television advertising pro-
gram, raised $13,100 of their own money and requested and obtained a Matching
Grant for another $13,100. This well-designed program was used in the Greater
Boston/Providence and Maine area to encourage the day tripper, as well as the longer
time vacationer. This was also most successful. They again published and dis-
tributed 620M of their brochures and work hard to keep the public informed that
this is an excellent location for a vacation or a seasonal or year round home area.
We continue to publish annually the Where To In The Lakes Region book, the Navi-
gational Charts of several of our Lakes; supervise the activities of the Lakes
Region Attractions, a part of our organization; guide new commercial property
owners in management and promotion of their property; work with the many state
agencies; and are active with the N. H. Travel Council, and the N. H. Hospitality
Association.
The Lakes Region Association seeks to preserve the quality of life we have here
in our special part of New Hampshire. We want to maintain and preserve our natural
resources, our lakes, our fields and forests so that they can be enjoyed not only
by those of us who live here, but also by those who V/isit our Region.
I have faith in our communities, their judgment and their ideals, and I know the
Lakes Region Association will continue to work comfortably with our communities
to mutual goals.
Respectfully submitted,
Mildred A. Beach, Exec. Sec.




Registered in the Town of Centre Harbor, New Hampshire
For the Year Ending December 31, 1984
Date
Name and Surname
Of Groom and Bride
Residence at Time
of Marriage
Name and Residence of
Person by Whom Married
1984
Apr Douglas P. Bartlett





June Gerald A. LaBraney
16 Melinda A. Sturgeon
Centre Harbor, N.H.
Moultonboro, N.H.
Rev. Dr. Philip Polhemus
Meredith, N.H.
June Thomas Patrick Whalen
21 Sally Ann Chase
Sept William Sean Smith
1 Letitia Boyd O'Neil
Sept Philip Carl Uhlendorff











Rev. David B. Howe
Ctr. Sandwich, N.H.
Sept Ernest P. Gregoire





Sept Johathan D. Halsey
21 Catherine A. Albert
Dec Daniel G. Baggaley







Rev. Dr. Philip Polhemus
Meredith, N.H.
Aug Kevin G. Cole







Registered in the Town of Centre Harbor, New Hampshire




Name of Child Name of Father Name of Mother
1984
Jan
28 Laura Gwen Meloney Kirk Robert Meloney Jean Marie Smiley
Jan
24 Matthew Carl Richardson Kent Dennis Richardson Mary Beth Keniston
Mar
6 Kathryn Mary Earl George Franklin Earl Mary Lee Berry
Mar
15 Christy Ann Latulippe Don Rene Latulippe Cynthia Ann Collins
Apr
29 David Matthew Peoples Stephen Peter Peoples Sr Cynthia Anne Garnache
June
5 Bobby-Sue Anne Pulizzi James Aurthor Pulizzi Lisa Leuthner
June
25 Korey Paul Ouellette Paul Raymond Ouellette Cheryl Leslie Proctor
June
25 Michelle Lynn Heifer Scott Rinaldo Heifer Karen Wilma Palmer
July
8 David Joseph DeGrace David Lee DeGrace Jeannie Lou Roy
68
DEATHS
Registered in the Town of Centre Harbor, New Hampshire
For the Year Ending December 31, 1984
70
Ackley, Ethel
Ainsworth, Douglas and Janet J.
Alban, Charles B. and Irene
Allard, Maurice and Jane (Veteran's Exemption)
Andersen, Ronald and Susan
Anderson, Douglas and Aleta
Audubon Society of N.H.
Avery, Marion
Avignone, Paul and Michael Edgar





Ballinger , Robert I.
Barker, B. Devereux III
Barnes, Ina N.
Baron, Robin and Claudia







Beal , Richard and Margaret
Beal , Thomas and Barbara
Bean, Franklin E.
Beattie, Phyllis
Beede, Kathleen (Veteran's Exemption)
Beede, Merrill and Katharine
Beem, Merrill
Beem, Robert and Cynthia
Bei j , Pierce
Beij , Pierce
Beinish, Roger and Noelle
Bennett, Kathryn
Benoit, Peter and Karen
Benoit, Robert and Barbara (Veteran's Exemp.)
Bergstrom, Harry and Mary (Veteran's Exemp.)
Bernt, Harold and Bobbi-Jo (Veteran's Exemp.)
Bickford, Gladys and Orion
Bigelow Inc. R.C.
Bill in, Eugene and Gertrude
Billin, Robert and Carole
Bishop, Paul and Phyllis
Bissonnette, James and Elizabeth
Black, Ethel
Blair, Estate of Perley B.
Blair, Kenneth and Dorothy
Blake, Albert
Blood, Stephen and Colleen
Bohigian, George and Sharon
Bond, Bruce
Bosse, Donald and Nancy
Bouchard, Charles
Bowles, Charles and Laura
Bradley, John
Map and
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES FOR 1984
Brandhorst, Richard and Sylvia
Brandhorst, R.&S. for Dog Cove
Brashares, Charles and Edith
Brashares, Charles and Edith
Brashares, Charles M.
Bratsos, John and Betty
Bratt, Albert and Betty
Brewer, Andra
Brooks, Freeman and Ethel (Veteran's Exemp.)
Brown, Clyde and Amy
Brown, Clyde and Amy
Brown, Beverly





Burrows, Bruce and Jill (Veteran's Exemption)






Caldwell, Dorothy (Veteran's Exemption)
Callahan, Callahan and Schimke
Callahan, Daniel and Thelma
Callahan, Richard
Campbell , Catherine
Campbell, Leonard and Nan
Caney, Steven and Rochelle
Cannon, Arthur and Carol
Cannon, Robert and Marguerite
Cariello, Frank and Pamela
Carr, Adrian and Lois
Carr, Donard and Hazel (Veteran's Exemption)
Cashman, William and Joan
Caswell, Herman and Beverly
Caswell, Herman and Beverly (Veteran's Exemp
Catenacci, Mario and Rose
Centre Harbor Sport Shop
Centre Harbor Village Associates
Cerrutti , Joseph and Ruth
Chaison, Frank
Chaison, Robert
Chalmers, Thomas and Frances
Chandler, Howard and Nancy
Chapin, Joan
Chase, Christine
Cheever, Daniel and Mary
Cheever, Daniel and Mary
Chute, Richard and Jeanne (Veteran's Exemp.)
Chviruk, Edward and Imelda
Clark, Daniel and Linda
Clark, Madeline
Clausen, Olaf and Amelia
Clayton, Ronald and Roberta











Coe, Chalmers and Pamela
Coe, Rev. Chalmers










Corey, Lawrence and Edith
Cormier, Laurie
Coudert, Earl and Eloise
Crane, Thomas and Carol (Veteran's Exemption)
Crane, Thomas and Carol




Cuff, Thomas (Veteran's Exemption)
Cummings, Victoria
Curcio, Vincentia
Daigneault, Thomas and Sally

























Edward N. , R.E.T.
Edward N. and Arabella
Edward N. and Herbert P.
Ernest B. Jr. , R.E.T.
Ernest B. Jr. , R.E.T.
Herbert P., R.E.T.
Herbert P. and Sally
Danforth, Doris





DeGrace, Jeannie and David
deLathauwer, Rene and Sandra
deSousa, Louise
Debiase, Louis
Dellenbaugh, Joanna et al
Demas, Patricia
Derr, Thomas J. , et al
Derr, Thomas J. , et al





























































REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES FOR 1984
Dog Cove Corp.
Dolac, Theresa (Veteran's Exemption)
Dow, Y. Ann
Dow, Julie

















Eastman, Eastman and Richardson
Eastman, Eastman and Richardson
Ehl, Eleanor and James
Ehl, James and Eleanor
Eisaman, Clarence and Nancy
Elbaum, Marc and Christine
Elcock, Joseph et al
Elliott, William




Ellis, Keith and Priscilla
Elmore, John
Engel , Peter and Ellen
Fairclough, Herbert
Fancher, Franklyn and Mary
Farnum, Edgar and Marjorie
Farnum, Edgar and Marjorie
Farrington, Robert and Sylvia (Veteran's Ex.)
Fencer, Harold and Marion
Fernandez, Phillip and Jeanne
Ferrante, James and Helen
Finn, Frank
Finn, Frank
Fisher, Donal and Mary (Veteran's Exemption)
Fisher, Gardner and Helen
Fisher, Marisa
Fiske, Jean
Flanders, John and Irene
Fleetham, Daniel and Theresa (Veterans' Ex.)
Fletcher, Wayne and Priscilla (Veteran's Ex.
Flynn, Richard and Frances
Foerst, Dieter
Foley, John and Jessie
Fortuna, Stanley and Viola (Veteran's Exemp,
)
Foster, Bradford and Elaine (Veteran's Ex.)
74
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Fowler, Lewis and Olive
Frank, Ellis and Marion
Frazier, Malcolm and Constance
Freeto, Raymond





Garneau, Eugene and Ellen
Garrick, Gregory (Veteran's Exemption)
Gaynor, Joseph and Concetta
Gaynor, Joseph and Concetta
Geddes, Ella (Veteran's Exemption)
Geissler, Elmer and Helen and M. Sandmann
George, Helen
George, Helen
George, Paul and Helen
Gephart, Sarah
Gertz, Wells and Ingalls




Ginter, John and Candace
Giroux, Gerard and Patricia
Goldberger, William and Marcia
Goldman, Melvin and Selma
Goode, Diana








Gove, Stephen and Deborah
Graham, Thelma
Granberg, Richard et al
Grant, John and Susan
Graves, Robert and Janet
Gray, Richard and Stella (Veteran's Exemption)
Gray, Richard and Stella
Green, Lloyd
Green, Ward and Nancie
Greene, Fairbanks and Eleanor
Greene, Richard
Griffin, Hamilton
Griffin, John and Margaret (Veteran's Exempt.)
Gross, Peter and Susan
Grossman, Morton
Grossman, Morton
Grossman Land Realty Trust
Guariello, Jerry
Gurney, Peter and George
Haines, Charles and Mildred (Veteran's Exempt.)
Haines, Charles and Mildred
Map and
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(Veteran's Exemption)
Hale, Allan and Sally
Hale, Allan and Sally (Veteran's Exemption)
Hale, Melvyn and Ruth
Hale, Melvyn and Yvonne
Hale, Melvyn and Allan
Hale, Melvyn et al
Haley, Sandra






Hanson, Lewis and Bess
Hanson, Lewis and Bess
Hanson, Lewis and Bess
Hanson, Victoria
Hardwick, Kenneth and Donna
Hardy , Gladys
Hardy, Richard and Frances
Harlan, Glen and Esther
Harriman, James and Catherine
Harris, Edward
Hart, Russell
Hartzler, William and Constance
Harvey, Sherbourne and Virginia (Veteran's
Haskell, Clarence and Ann
Hawk Lake Development Inc.
Hawk Lake Development Inc.





Heath, Everett and Madeline
Heath, Everett M.
Hennessy, John and Louise
Hennessy, John and Louise
Hennessy, John and Louise
Herbert, Robert and Jeannette
Heylin , Michael et al
Hickey, David
Hickman, Emily
Higley, George and Joan
Hildebrand, Maurice
Hill, Robert
Hood, Robert and Marilyn
Hooper, George and Janet
Hormell, Robert and Patricia
Home, Albert and Louise
Home, Arnold
Howard, Robert
Howell, Wallace and Christine
Hug, Hans and Barbara
Hughes, John and Mae
Hughes, Thomas and Charleen
Hunter, Converse and Dorothea
Hurley, David and Julia
Hurley, Michael and Marion
Map and
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Map and
Lot Number Valuation Taxes
Hyne, Virginia 9-58 $ 28,800 $ 688.90
insley, Russell and Rita (Veteran's Ex.) 4-22 17,100 359.03
Ireland, Janet Estate of 2-84 30,450 728.36
7-10 106,250 2541.50
Jordan,
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REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES FOR 1984
Map and
Lot Number
Poff, Helen (Veteran's Exemption) 9-13
Pollard, David and Dorothy 3-2
Poole, Roger and Jane 5t58.3
Power, Thomas and Susan 5-64.5
Prescott, Robert and Carol 6-17
Preston, Robert and Frances 7-26
Proctor, Ardys 3-74
Proulx, Robert and Sharon 1-14.1
Public Service Co.
Pulsifer, Bertram 1-23
Putnam, Eliot and Nan 6-61
Quigley, Charles and Barbara 2-34
Rand, Susan and Rand, Betsy 9-67
Rankin, John and Louise 5-40
Read, Geraldine 8-32













Royea, Joan and David 4-53




Rundle, Pamela and Conway, Jennifer 2-86
Ryan, Daniel and Donna 7-78
Sanborn, Charlotte (Veteran's Exemption) 9-23
Sanderson, Harold and Priscilla 9-12
Sassan, Ardeshir et al 4-39
Sassan, Ardeshir and Virginia 9-66
Schmidt, Harry 3-37
Schimke, David 2-60




Schwartz, Lowell and Karlene 7-24
Seery, William 7-38
Settino, Joseph and Mary (Veteran's Exemption) 9-19
Shadoff, Lena and David 2-85
Shaw, Edwin and Alice (Veteran's Exemption) 3-45
Shaw, Ronald and Jane 3-87
Shea, Robert and Pauline 9-55
Shedd , Donald and Nancy 9-25
Shibles, Kennedy 2-37
Shlager, Julian 4-42
Shlager, Julian and Jean 4-41
Shute, Charles and Elsie 2-59
Shwetz, Patrick and Irene 6-49
79
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Morse, Charles and Josephine
Mudgett, Thelma
Mulherin, Nathan and Janice
Munn, John
Munroe, Timothy and Mary
Munroe, Timothy and Mary
Murdough, Charles and Thomas
Murphy, Hugh and Barbara
Murphy, Robert (Veteran's Exemption)
Murphy, Winsor
New England Forestry Foundation
New England Telephone Co.
New Hampshire Electric Coop.
Neth, Jerry and Deborah




Normandin, Louis and Gladys
Normandin, Paul and Jeannette
Oberg, Frederick and Shirlie
O'Haire, Ruth (Veteran's Exemption)
Ohnemus, Walter and Jean










Paquette, Anatole and Donna
Paquette, Thomas
Parent, Charles and Mary
Parker, Franklyn and Patsy
Parlmont Apartments, Inc
Parsell , Richard and Adria
Parsons, Donald and Natalie (Veteran's Ex.)
Partridge, Malcolm and Gloria
Peacock, Donald and Nancy
Ernest and Elaine (Veteran's Ex.)























Peterson, W.W. Allen and Karen (Veteran's
Pfeifer, Charles and Doris
Pietrykowski , Carl
Pitarys, Diane
Plume, Bernita (Veteran's Exemption)
Pocock, Lyndol and Beverly (Veteran's Ex)
Pocock, Lyndol and Beverly
Map and
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Sieber, William and Ann





Smith, Aaron and Ingrid
Smith, Aaron and Ingrid
Smith, Aaron and Ingrid
Smith, Aaron and Shirley
Smith, John and Gertrude
Smith, Ralph
Smith, Richard and Marion (Veteran's Ex.)
Sonjara, Boris
Sorlien, Kenneth and Priscilla
Splaine, Edward and Shirley
Squibb, Irwin
Squires, Newell et al
Sturtevant Bay Realty Trust
Sturtevant Bay Realty Trust
Sturtevant Bay Realty Trust
Stabler, Amna





Storer, Alice and Newman
Strassner, Douglas
Streeter, Ronald
Strehle, Glen and Katherine
Sturgeon, Timothy and Michele
Sullivan, Ada
Sullivan, Kenneth and Patricia
Sullivan, Robert and Elois (Veteran's Ex.)
Sullivan, Thomas
Surabian, Robert
Sutcliffe, George and Carolyn
Sutcliffe, Jannine
Swahn, William
Swain, Theodore and Eleanor (Veteran's Ex.)
Swedberg, Carol and Price, George
Swift, John and Theresa (Veteran's Exemption)
Swinnerton, Alice
Swinnerton, Alice
Taft, Dennis et al
Talbot, Laurence
Tarpley, Bruce and Nancy
Taylor, Jr. Gerald and Carolyn
Taylor, Sr. Gerald and Avril
Taylor, Elizabeth





Thibeault, Donald and Beatrice





























































REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES FOR 1984
Towns ley, Edwin and Janet
Turk, Gilbert and Eleanor
Twombley, Alexander et al
Twombley, Gray
Uhlendorff, Robert and Vonda
Ulm, R. Leigh and Barbara
Vaillant, Terri and Michael













Vickers, W. Harry and Barbara
Vlachos, John and Betty
Vogler, Charles and Sarah
Vogler, Charles and Sarah
Vorisek, Jean
Waldron, James and Jerry







Waukewan Golf Club Inc.
Way, Douglas and Erin (Veterans' Exemption)
Weaver, Grace Borell
Weaver, Grace Borell
Weeks, Ira M. Ill and Katherine(Veteran' s Ex.
Weeks, Ira M. Jr. and Elloyd H.
Weeks, Herbert (Veteran's Exemption)
Weeks, Russell and Pamela
Weeks, Thomas and Rebecca
Weerackoddy, Upali and Savitri
Wein, David and Martha
Welch, Donald and Helen
Westheimer, Frank
Westover, Rodman (Veteran's Exemption)
Whalen, Sally Chase
Whalen, Sally Chase
Whatley, Allen and Jean
White, Estate of Lillian
White, Hazel
Whiting, John and Marie
Whiting, Leland and Stephanie (Veteran's Ex.)
Whitley, Ruth and Herbert






Williams, Christopher and Ann



































































REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES FOR 1984
Winsor, Kenneth and Barbara (Ve
Wise, Kelly and Sybil
Wise, Kelly and Sybil
Wood, Howard and Sarah
Wood, Howard and Sarah (Veteran
Wood, Rawson and Elizabeth
Woodaman, Lewis and Mary (Veterans
Woods, Patricia
Woodworth, Gay lord and Avis
Wright, Donald and Dorothy
Yered, Louis and Evelyn
York, Beatrice
York, Beatrice
Youtz, Philip and Janet
Youtz, Philip and Janet
Yuill , Daniel and Helen
Zarrow, Gerald and Myra
Zevitas, Demos and Mary









Town of Centre Harbor
EMERGENCY CALLS
TO REPORT FIRES
or Call Emergency Equipment
ONLY ! ! !
AMBULANCES — DOCTORS — HOSPITALS
AMBULANCE for EMERGENCIES ONLY — 524-1545
Stewart's Ambulance — 279-5901
Inter-Lakes Medical Center — 279-4587
Dr. Jay Vazifdar — 279-8151
Huggins Hospital - Wolfeboro - 1-569-2150




POLICE — FIRE OFFICIALS
State Police — Tamworth 1-323-8112
State Police — Concord 1-271-3636
Centre Harbor Police — 279-4250
Fire Chief — 253-4355
Forest Fire Warden, (Burning Permits issued) 253-4561
during regular office hours. All other times 968-4464
To Call Fire Station on All Other Business 253-4451
Civil Defense Director - 253-7775
SIGNALS
Test Signal — 1 Blast every Mon. at 7:15 p.m.
Civil Defense Alerts:
Yellow (Warning) — Steady Blast, 2 minutes
Red (Take Cover) — Wailing Tone, 3 minutes
White (All Clear) — 5 Blasts of 30 seconds
each with 2 minutes of silence
between each blast.
